2013
- Code Name Verity by Elizabeth Wein – YA F WEI
- The False Prince by Jennifer A. Nielsen – TWEEN NIE
- Insurgent by Veronica Roth – YA F ROT
- The Raven Boys by Maggie Stiefvater – YA F STI
- Every Day by David Levithan – YA F LEV
- Butter by Erin Jade Lange – YA F LAN

2012
- Divergent by Veronica Roth – YA F ROT
- The Fault in Our Stars by John Green – YA F GRE
- Legend by Marie Lu – YA F LU
- Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children by Ransom Riggs – YA F RIG
- What Happened to Goodbye by Sarah Dessen – YA F DES
- Across the Universe by Beth Revis – YA F REV
- Cinder by Marissa Meyer – YA F MEY
- The Scorpio Races by Maggie Stiefvater – YA F STI
- Where She Went by Gayle Forman – YA F FOR
- Abandon by Meg Cabot – YA F CAB

2011
- Clockwork Angel by Cassandra Clare – YA F CLA
- Mockingjay by Suzanne Collins – YA F COL
- Crescendo by Becca Fitzpatrick – YA F FIT
- I Am Number Four by Pittacus Lore – YA F LOR
- Matched by Allyson Condie – YA F CON
- Angel: A Maximum Ride Novel by James Patterson – YA F PAT
- Before I Fall by Lauren Oliver – YA F OLI
- Nightshade by Andrea Cremer – YA F CRE

I’m on a roller coaster that only goes up, my friend.
The Fault in Our Stars, John Green
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These books are chosen by teen book groups and voted on by teens across the nation to win!
BOOK LOCATIONS
If the book’s spine label begins with the letter(s)

YA F: Young Adult Fiction, 1st floor
TWEEN: Tween, 3rd floor

2020

- Wayward Son (Simon Snow, #2) by Rainbow Rowell - YA F ROW
- Pumpkinheads by Rainbow Rowell - YA F ROW
- With the Fire on High by Elizabeth Acevedo - YA F ACE
- Aurora Rising by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff - YA F KAU
- Broken Throne: A Red Queen Collection by Victoria Aveyard - YA F AVE
- #MurderFunding (#MurderTrending #2) by Gretchen McNeil - YA F MCN
- We Hunt the Flame (Sands of Arawiya) by Hafsah Faizal - YA F FAI
- Lovely War by Julie Berry - YA F BER
- Wilder Girls by Rory Power - YA F POW
- The Memory Thief by Lauren Mansy - YA F MAN

2019

- #MurderTrending by Gretchen McNeil - YA F MCN
- Wildcard by Marie Lu - YA F LU
- The Cruel Prince by Holly Black - YA F BLA
- Thunderhead by Neal Shusterman - YA F SHU
- Children of Blood and Bone by Tomi Adeyemi - YA F ADE
- The Prince and the Dressmaker by Jen Wang - GRAPHIC WAN
- American Panda by Gloria Chao - YA F CHA
- Batman: Nightwalker by Marie Lu - YA F LU
- Speak: The Graphic Novel by Laurie Halse Anderson and Emily Carroll - GRAPHIC AND
- The Poet X by Elizabeth Acevedo - YA F ACE

2018

- Turtles All the Way Down by John Green - YA F GRE
- One of Us Is Lying by Karen M. McManus - YA F MCN
- Warcross by Marie Lu - YA F LU
- Wonder Woman: Warbringer by Leigh Bardugo - YA F BAR
- Caraval by Stephanie Garber - YA F GAR
- Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds - YA F REY
- I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter by Erika L. Sánchez - YA F SAN
- Paper Hearts by Ali Novak - YA F NOV
- Strange the Dreamer by Laini Taylor - YA F TAY
- Once and For All by Sarah Dessen - YA F DES

2017

- Don’t Get Caught by Kurt Dinan - YA F DIN
- Scythe by Neal Shusterman - YA F SHU
- The Sun is Also a Star by Nicola Yoon - YA F YOO
- Lady Midnight by Cassandra Clare - YA F CLA
- This is Where It Ends by Marieke Nijkamp - YA F NIJ
- Heartless by Marissa Meyer - YA F MEY
- P.S. I Like You by Kasie West - YA F WES
- Love & Gelato by Jenna Evans Welch - YA F WEL
- Genius: The Game by Leopoldo Gout - YA F GOU
- If I Was Your Girl by Meredith Russo - YA F RUS

2016 CONTINUED...

- The Novice: Summoner: Book One by Taran Matharu - YA F MAT
- Illuminae by Amie Kaufman and Jay Kristoff - YA F KAU
- When by Victoria Laurie - YA F LAU
- Suicide Notes from Beautiful Girls by Lynn Weingarten - YA F WEI

2015

- The Shadow Throne by Jennifer A. Nielsen - JF NIE
- To All the Boys I’ve Loved Before by Jenny Han - YA F HAN
- My Life with the Walter Boys by Ali Novak - YA F NOV
- Heir of Fire by Sarah Mass - YA F MAS
- The Bane Chronicles by Cassandra Clare - YA F CLA
- The Young Elites by Marie Lu - YA F LU
- The Kiss of Deception by Mary E. Pearson - YA F PEA
- Since You’ve Been Gone by Morgan Matson - YA F MAT
- The Geography of You and Me by Jennifer E. Smith - YA F SMI

2014

- Eleanor and Park by Rainbow Rowell - YA F ROW
- Splintered by A.G. Howard - YA F HOW
- The Rithmatist by Brandon Sanderson - YA F SAN
- The 5th Wave by Rick Yancey - YA F YAN
- Monument 14: Sky on Fire by Emmy Laybourne - YA F LAY
- Earth Girl by Janet Edwards - YA F EDW
- The Testing by Joelle Charbonneau - YA F Cha
- Steelheart by Brandon Sanderson - YA F SAN
- Siege and Storm by Leigh Bardugo - YA F BAR

"Courage does not always roar. Valor does not always shine.
Children of Blood and Bone, Tomi Adeyemi"